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Island Of Dr Libris
FBI agent Christopher Miller tackles a band of domestic terrorists who are plotting to crash an African
airliner leaving JFK airport during a busy holiday season.
Previously published as The Smoky Corridor. From the New York Times bestselling author of Escape
From Mr. Lemoncello's Library and coauthor of I Funny and Treasure Hunters, comes a series of spinetingling mysteries to keep you up long after the lights go out. Where there’s smoke, there’s fire. It just
doesn’t usually come from the grave. The basement of Zack’s new school is hiding something, or rather
someones. Two ghosts, to be exact—Joseph and Seth Donnelly, brothers who perished in a suspicious
fire. But the ghosts are the least of Zack's problems. It’s what they warn Zack about that has him truly
frightened: there’s an evil zombie lurking beneath the school. Fortunately, Zack has some new friends,
Malik and Azalea, who can help in his paranormal adventures. Together they’ll attempt to dodge the
zombie, a treasure-seeking hit man, a voodoo-savvy ghost just waiting fora new body, and more. But will
they survive until recess or end up on the lunch menu? Read all of Chris Grabenstein's Haunted
Mysteries! The Crossroads The Demons' Door The Zombie Awakening The Black Heart Crypt
This is a story about a boy born in the depression and learning to take care of himself at an early age. It
is a bit of history, a true story showing how the love of family gives a youngster strength to take charge
of his own life. Billy wants to be a cowboy. He learns to ride at an early age, but comes to realize that he
cannot be a cowboy in suburbia. His parents were divorced early in his young life and he stayed with his
father. When World War II started, his father joined the Air Force and Billy went to live with his mother
in California. After the war Billy had to make the difficult decision of whether to go back with his father
or stay with his mother and siblings. This is volume 1 of a series describing the life of an American in the
20th century living in the western United States-a great time and place to live.
Cross a vast desert full of deadly creatures, find long-lost treasure, and save their parents? All in a day's
work for the Kidds! The Kidd family is on the hunt for Lasseter’s Gold, one of the legendary lost
treasures of Australia. But when their ship is waylaid by pirate Charlotte Badger, the Kidds’ parents are
framed for stealing a set of priceless gems! Bick, Beck, Storm and Tommy have seven days to navigate
the dangerous Australian Outback, find Charlotte Badger, and steal back the evidence they need to
prove their parents are innocent. If they fail, Mom and Dad will be thrown in prison . . . forever!
The Secret Island
Jaclyn Hyde
Chasing Secrets
No More Naps!
Dr. Fell and the Playground of Doom
Jacky Hart has found a hidden talent in the performing arts, and she's a triple threat
onstage! She wants nothing more than to act and sing all summer – but her parents have
other plans for her. Jacky reluctantly signs up for a summer job in her resort town of
Seaside Heights, New Jersey, where tourists come to enjoy the beach and fun carnival
atmosphere. Now she has serious responsibilities like her job and babysitting her younger
sisters, but Jacky longs to perform in the summer stock performance of A Midsummer
Night's Dream. Can she handle all of her important commitments and still have fun with
her friends – or will she learn that juggling isn't one of her many talents?
"Inspirational, commonsensical, and a whole lot of fun." --James Patterson Everyone
deserves to shine in this sparkling new book from the New York Times bestselling author
of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library, Chris Grabenstein, and coauthor J.J.
Grabenstein--just right for fans of Word of Mouse and The Fourteenth Goldfish. "Who do
you want to be?" asks Mr. Van Deusen. "And not when you grow up. Right here, right now."
Shine on! might be the catchphrase of twelve-year-old Piper's hero--astronaut,
astronomer, and television host Nellie Dumont Frisse--but Piper knows the truth: some
people are born to shine, and she's just not one of them. That fact has never been
clearer than now, since her dad's new job has landed them both at Chumley Prep, a posh
private school where everyone seems to be the best at something and where Piper
definitely doesn't fit in. Bursting with humor, heart, science, possibilities, and big
questions, Shine! is a story about finding your place in the universe--a story about
figuring out who you are and who you want to be.
"Fred, a stray dog who became the star of the show Dog Squad, is working on a new show
called Cat Crew-but when he notices the felines acting strange, he wonders if the cat
crew is being electronically controlled"-New from the author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library and coauthor of the I Funny
series with James Patterson! Celebrate the power of imagination with this action-packed
New York Times bestseller that shows that sometimes the real story starts after you close
the book! What if your favorite characters came to life? Billy’s spending the summer in a
lakeside cabin that belongs to the mysterious Dr. Libris. But something strange is going
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on. Besides the security cameras everywhere, there’s Dr. Libris’s private bookcase.
Whenever Billy opens the books inside, he can hear sounds coming from the island in the
middle of the lake. The clash of swords. The twang of arrows. Sometimes he can even feel
the ground shaking. It’s almost as if the stories he’s reading are coming to life! But
that’s impossible . . . isn’t it? “A wonderful tale. . . . This book is like no other
I’ve read. It’s a complete original.” —James Patterson "Kids will enjoy the cartoonish
mayhem, especially given Grabenstein's breezy narrative voice and jaunty wit....as in
'Lemoncello', there is a winning generosity and sweetness to the story's telling."--The
New York Times "Chris Grabenstein gleefully plunders great works of literature for his
cast of secondary characters . . . a madcap mash-up that 8-to-12 year olds will want to
devour in big gulps."—The Wall Street Journal "Effortlessly readable and a whole lot of
fun." — Booklist Reviews
Mr Lemoncello's Great Library Race
Pages & Co.: Tilly and the Bookwanderers (Pages & Co., Book 1)
A Christopher Miller Holiday Thriller
Mr. Lemoncello and the Titanium Ticket
Welcome to Wonderland #1: Home Sweet Motel
Peggy Arnold, and younger twin siblings Mike and Nora, are living with a harsh aunt and uncle after
their parents are thought to have been killed in a plane crash. Aided by Jack, an orphan boy they have
befriended, they run away to an island on a nearby lake, and together they make a new home constructed
with the branches of a willow tree, this much-loved "living house" being one of the highlights of the
story. However, living on one's own turns out to be far more difficult than they thought, and, along
with a lot of fun and happiness, they also suffer a lot of hardship – especially when winter sets in.
Tuesday and her dog Baxterr are swept up into the magical land of story, where they must sail a runaway
boat, battle fearsome pirates, and find their way out of the Swamp of Doubt, all in the search for
Tuesday's missing mother.
“Outrageous hijinks and nonstop hilarity—five-stars!” —Lincoln Peirce, author of the Big Nate series
From the bestselling author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library and co-author with James Patterson
of I Funny, House of Robots, and Treasure Hunters, comes a hilarious illustrated series about all the
wacky things that happen when you live in a motel! Eleven-year-old P. T. Wilkie may be the greatest
storyteller alive. But he knows one thing for a fact: the Wonderland Motel is the best place a kid
could ever live! All-you-can-eat poolside ice cream! A snack machine in the living room! A frog slide!
A giant rampaging alligator! (Okay, that last one may or may not be made up.) There’s only one thing
the Wonderland doesn’t have, though—customers. And if the Wonderland doesn’t get them soon, P.T. and
his friend Gloria may have to say goodbye to their beloved motel forever. They need to think BIG. They
need to think BOLD. They need an OUTRAGEOUS plan. Luckily for them, Gloria is a business GENIUS, and
OUTRAGEOUS is practically P.T.’s middle name. With Gloria’s smarts and P.T.’s world-famous stories and
schemes, there’s got to be a way to save the Wonderland! BONUS: Includes fun extras like P. T. Wilkie’s
outrageous (and sometimes useful) things you learn living in a motel. Installment 1: How to say “Help!
The toilet is clogged!” in over twenty languages! Here's What People are saying about Welcome to
Wonderland! * A New York Times Bestseller * Sunshine State Young Readers Award List * Winner of the Sid
Fleischman Humor Award * “Outrageous hijinks and nonstop hilarity—five-stars! Kids who check into this
madcap motel will want to stay forever!” —Lincoln Peirce, author of the Big Nate series "So funny I
fell off my bed!"--Izzy B., age 10 "Classic Grabenstein. The mystery should satisfy Grabenstein’s “Mr.
Lemoncello” followers, and the humor and visuals will appeal to fans of his collaborations with James
Patterson. This new series should be a hit."—School Library Journal “A delight. P.T. is a hoot and a
half. A funny, madcap dash. Grabenstein . . . threads in a mystery that blooms in the last act and that
puts this particular read over the top."—Kirkus Reviews “Charm galore. Easy and breezy, this well-paced
novel . . . belongs in the hands of any readers wanting their bad guys bad, their good guys great, and
a little of Wonderland’s promised fun in the sun.”—The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
A captivating, curl-up-on-the-sofa debut about the magic of books and the power of the imagination.
Welcome to Wonderland #2: Beach Party Surf Monkey
Mr Lemoncello's Library Olympics
Riley Mack and the Other Known Troublemakers
Mr. Lemoncello's All-Star Breakout Game
Finding Serendipity
Mr. Lemoncello is going live with a brand-new televised BREAKOUT game! Discover what James Patterson
calls "the coolest library in the world" in the fourth puzzle-packed adventure in Chris Grabenstein's
New York Times bestselling MR. LEMONCELLO series! Greetings, boys and girls, gamers of all ages--are you
ready to play Mr. Lemoncello's BIGGEST, most dazzling game yet? After months of anticipation, Mr.
Lemoncello is taking his games out of the library and going LIVE across the nation on the world-famous
Kidzapalooza Television Network! Everyone's invited to audition, but only a lucky few will be chosen to
compete in front of millions of viewers in a brand-new, completely immersive live-action breakout
game--with real kids as the playing pieces! Kyle Keeley is determined to be one of them. Each of the
winning teams must make it through five different rooms in Mr. Lemoncello's fantastic new Fictionasium
by solving a puzzle to unlock each room and, in the end, break out of the library! But nothing is ever
as it seems with Mr. Lemoncello, and the surprises in store just might stump even the game master
himself. Can Kyle break out of his own expectations--and win Mr. Lemoncello's ultimate game show?
Chris Grabenstein, author of the New York Times bestselling Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library and coauthor of the I Funny series with James Patterson, celebrates the power of imagination with this actionPage 2/6
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packed adventure that shows that sometimes the real story starts after you close the book! What if your
favorite characters came to life? Billy’s spending the summer in a lakeside cabin that belongs to the
mysterious Dr. Libris. But something strange is going on. Besides the security cameras everywhere,
there’s Dr. Libris’s private bookcase. Whenever Billy opens the books inside, he can hear sounds coming
from the island in the middle of the lake. The clash of swords. The twang of arrows. Sometimes he can
even feel the ground shaking. It’s almost as if the stories he’s reading are coming to life! But that’s
impossible . . . isn’t it? “A wonderful tale. . . . This book is like no other I’ve read. It’s a
complete original.” —James Patterson
"Outrageous hijinks and nonstop hilarity--five stars!" --Lincoln Peirce, author of the Big Nate series
Dive into summer fun with this hilarious illustrated middle-grade series by Chris Grabenstein, New York
Times bestselling author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library and coauthor with James Patterson of
the I Funny and House of Robots series! Life's a vacation when you live in the world's wackiest motel!
P.T. and his best friend, Gloria, are getting ready for St. Pete Beach's first-ever Sandapalooza! The
Wonderland's biggest rival, the Conch Reef Resort, is doing everything it can to win the sand sculpture
contest, but P.T. has bigger problems: The Wonderland has opened a new restaurant--the Banana Shack--and
running a restaurant is harder than it looks! And to make matters worse, a royal guest's priceless tiara
has gone missing, and the prime suspect is the Wonderland's beloved housekeeper! Can P.T. and Gloria win
the contest, keep the restaurant going, and clear Clara's name?
In James Patterson's heartwarming #1 New York Times bestseller, middle schooler Jamie Grimm faces
bullying and self-doubt as he chases his dream to become the world's greatest comedian. Jamie Grimm is a
middle schooler on a mission: he wants to become the world's greatest standup comedian--even if he
doesn't have a lot to laugh about these days. He's new in town and stuck living with his aunt, uncle,
and their evil son Stevie, a bully who doesn't let Jamie's wheelchair stop him from messing with Jamie
as much as possible. But Jamie doesn't let his situation get him down. When his Uncle Frankie mentions a
contest called The Planet's Funniest Kid Comic, Jamie knows he has to enter. But are the judges only
rewarding him out of pity because of his wheelchair, like Stevie suggests? Will Jamie ever share the
secret of his troubled past instead of hiding behind his comedy act? Following the bestselling success
of the hilarious Middle School, The Worst Years of My Life, James Patterson continues to dish out the
funnies in another highly-illustrated, heartfelt middle school story. (Includes more than 175 black-andwhite illustrations.)
The Island of Dr. Libris
The Zombie Awakening
The Wishmakers
Welcome to Wonderland #4: Beach Battle Blowout
In this heartwarming and hilarious reimagining of The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, a secret potion accidentally turns eager-toplease eighth grader Jaclyn into Jackie, a goblin-like monster who’ll do anything to win at everything she does—no matter how much
chaos she creates along the way. Jaclyn Hyde is almost perfect. Whether she’s baking cookies for her classmates, building a replica Mt.
Vesuvius for the science fair, or practicing her lines for Fog Island: The Musical, she almost never makes mistakes. But when she
discovers the last batch of perfection potion in an abandoned laboratory, Jaclyn decides that being almost perfect isn’t perfect enough
anymore. But instead she finds out that trying to be perfectly perfect isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. In fact, it’s downright horrifying. The
potion turns Jaclyn into Jackie, a goblin-like monster who’ll do anything to make sure Jaclyn comes out on top. Suddenly, she’s wreaking
havoc on the school play, stealing someone else’s brownies to pass off as her own, and even destroying someone’s painting to get herself
crowned “Artist of the Week.” And that’s just the beginning. Jackie will stop at nothing to make sure everyone knows just how perfect
Jaclyn really is. So now, if Jaclyn wants to save her school, her friends, and herself from her perfectly horrifying alter-ego, she’s going to
have to screw up her courage and risk it all—even if that means admitting that she never was as perfect as she seemed. Annabeth
Bondor-Stone and Connor White, the authors of Time Tracers and the Shivers series, bring their signature wit and humor to this thrilling
new take on The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde—just right for anyone who’s ever wished to be more perfect.
Everyone's favourite game maker, Mr Lemoncello, is testing out his new FABULOUS FACT-FINDING FRENZY game! Kyle must compete in a
great race - by bicycle, bookmobile, and even Mr. Lemoncello's corporate banana jet! - to find fascinating facts about famous Americans.
But then a few surprising 'facts' surface about Mr Lemoncello . . . Could Kyle's hero be a fraud? Kyle and the other kids will have to dig
deep to find out the truth before it's GAME OVER for Mr Lemoncello . . . !
"Chris Grabenstein just might be the smartest writer for kids in the universe." --James Patterson What if you could learn everything just by
eating jellybeans?! Meet the Smartest Kid in the Universe and find out in this fun-packed new series from the Bestselling Author of Escape
from Mr. Lemoncello's Library and coauthor of Max Einstein! 12 year old Jake's middle school is about to be shut down--unless Jake and
his friends can figure out how to save it. When Jake spies a bowl of jellybeans at the hotel where his mom works, he eats them. But those
weren't just jellybeans, one of the scientists at his mom's conference is developing the world's first ingestible information pills. And
THAT'S what Jake ate. Before long, Jake is the smartest kid in the universe. But the pills haven't been tested yet. And when word gets out
about this new genius, people want him. The government. The mega corporations. Not all of them are good people! Can Jake navigate the
ins and outs of his newfound geniusdom (not to mention the ins and outs of middle school) and use his smarts to save his school? BONUS!
Includes extra brainteasers to test your smarts!
Imagine if you could steal your toddler's nap? This picture book debut from a #1 New York Times bestselling author turns the universal
dilemma of getting kids to sleep upside down! It's time for a nap but, just like stubborn toddlers everywhere, Annalise Devin McFleece
won't have anything to do with bedtime. Dad tries to encourage sleepiness by pushing her around the park in her stroller. Along the way,
they pass a man sitting on a bench, dog walkers walking dogs, a boy on a skateboard, kids playing ball, a girl practicing her juggling, and
others. Each of them thinks that taking a nap is a great idea and if Annalise Devin McFleece doesn't want hers, they'll happy take it. And
one by one, everyone falls asleep...except Annalise Devin McFleece. But when she's finally ready for her nap, all the naps are taken! Is
there anyone who has an extra nap to spare? With every turn of the page, the busy city scene becomes more and more quiet...except for
Annalise Devin McFleece. Will she ever take a nap?
(Jacky Ha-Ha 2)
A Story for When You're Wide-Awake and Definitely NOT Tired
The Smartest Kid in the Universe
Dog Squad
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Shine!

From the New York Times bestselling author of Escape From Mr. Lemoncello's Library and coauthor of I Funny and Treasure Hunters,
comes a series of spine-tingling mysteries to keep you up long after the lights go out. Zack is about to start at his new school, and his
dad, who went there years before, tells Zack the stories of the haunted janitor’s closet, the specter of a dead crossing guard, and the
Donnelly brothers, who perished in a suspicious fire. Dad doesn’t know that Zack has already met the Donnellys’ ghosts, who have
warned Zack that there is an evil zombie under the school. Zack also learns that while zombies are usually content eating corpses, if
they happen to bite someone who isn’t dead, that person also becomes a zombie. Before midterms, Zack is dealing with two zombies,
while trying to protect a friend whose curiosity has put him on the zombies’ menu. Once again Chris Grabenstein proves his mastery of
frightening and funny tales. Young readers, especially reluctant ones, have found inspiration in his quirky characters and deadly
situations.
From Chris Grabenstein, the bestselling author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library and coauthor with James Patterson of I
Funny, House of Robots, and Treasure Hunters, comes the second hilarious, fun-in-the-sun adventure in his new illustrated series
about all the wacky things that happen when you live in a motel! There’s always something wacky happening when you live in a motel,
and P.T. (named after P. T. Barnum, of course) has grown up at the world’s wackiest! When word gets out that the hottest teen idols
in Hollywood (plus current YouTube sensation Kevin the Monkey!) will be filming their next movie—Beach Party Surf Monkey—right in
St. Pete’s Beach, Florida, P.T. and his friend Gloria know that the Wonderland would be the perfect location. Now they just have to
convince the producers! But when things start to go wrong (crazed fans? missing stars?), it will take all of Gloria’s business genius
and P.T.’s wild stories to save the movie before both it and the Wonderland are all washed up! BONUS: Includes fun extras like P.T.
and Gloria’s Famous Fact-or-Fiction Quiz: Movie Edition
A lyrical, gorgeously illustrated look at the majesty of trees—and what humans can learn from them Stand tall. Stretch your branches
to the sun. Be a tree! We are all like trees: our spines, trunks; our skin, bark; our hearts giving us strength and support, like heartwood.
We are fueled by air and sun. And, like humans, trees are social. They “talk” to spread information; they share food and resources.
They shelter and take care of one another. They are stronger together. In this gorgeous and poetic celebration of one of nature’s
greatest creations, acclaimed author Maria Gianferrari and illustrator Felicita Sala both compare us to the beauty and majesty of
trees—and gently share the ways in which trees can inspire us to be better people.
Sleuthing duo Emily and James tackle their most challenging mystery yet set on the haunting Alcatraz Island in Book 3 of the New
York Times bestselling Book Scavenger series! Legendary literary game-maker Garrison Griswold is back in action—this time with
“Unlock the Rock.” For his latest game, Griswold has partnered with the famous--and famously reclusive--mystery writer Errol Roy to
plan an epic escape room challenge on Alcatraz Island. Emily and James are eager to participate, but the wave of fame they are riding
from their recent book-hunting adventures makes them a target. Threatening notes, missing items, and an accident that might not
have been an accident have the duo worried that someone is trying to get them out of the game at any cost. When Emily’s brother is
caught red-handed and blamed for all the wrong doings, Emily is certain Matthew is being framed. With Matthew’s record on the line,
Emily and James can’t afford to leave this mystery uncracked. Christy Ottaviano Books
Word of Mouse
Book Scavenger
Hell for the Holidays
Scar Island
I Funny
“Such deliciously creepy fun! I fell in love with Dr. Fell!” —Chris Grabenstein, New York Times bestselling author of Escape from Mr.
Lemoncello’s Library When the mysterious Dr. Fell moves into the abandoned house that had once been the neighborhood kids’ hangout, he
immediately builds a playground to win them over. But as the ever-changing play space becomes bigger and more elaborate, the children and
their parents fall deeper under the doctor’s spell. Only Jerry, Nancy, and Gail are immune to the lure of his extravagant wonderland. And
they alone notice that when the injuries begin to pile up on the jungle gym, somehow Dr. Fell is able to heal each one with miraculous speed.
Now the three children must find a way to uncover the doctor’s secret power without being captivated by his trickery. "Deliciously dark,
funny, and foreboding, Neilsen’s first novel delivers with broad appeal." —Booklist "Recommended for school libraries that need to breathe
life into their traditional mystery collections." —School Library Journal
A New York Times-Bestseller! For twelve-year-old Emily, the best thing about moving to San Francisco is that it's the home city of her
literary idol: Garrison Griswold, book publisher and creator of the online sensation Book Scavenger (a game where books are hidden in cities
all over the country and clues to find them are revealed through puzzles). Upon her arrival, however, Emily learns that Griswold has been
attacked and is now in a coma, and no one knows anything about the epic new game he had been poised to launch. Then Emily and her new
friend James discover an odd book, which they come to believe is from Griswold himself, and might contain the only copy of his mysterious
new game. Racing against time, Emily and James rush from clue to clue, desperate to figure out the secret at the heart of Griswold's new
game—before those who attacked Griswold come after them too. This title has Common Core connections.
What makes Isaiah so unique? First, his fur is as blue as the sky – which until recently was something he'd never seen, but had read all about.
That's right – Isaiah can read, and write. He can also talk to humans... if any of them are willing to listen! After a dramatic escape from a
mysterious laboratory, Isaiah is separated from his 'mischief' (which is the word for a mouse family) and has to use his special skills to
survive in the dangerous outdoors, and hopefully find his missing family. But in a world of cruel cats, hungry owls and terrified people, it's
hard for a young mouse to make it alone. When he meets an equally unusual and lonely human girl named Hailey, the two soon learn that
true friendship can transcend all barriers.
The second in the puzzle-tastic New York Times bestselling Mr Lemoncello series by Chris Grabenstein, award-winning author and co-author
of many bestsellers with James Patterson! This time Mr Lemoncello has invited teams from all across America to compete in the first-ever
LIBRARY OLYMPICS. But something suspicious is going on . . . books are missing from Mr Lemoncello's library. Is someone trying to censor
what the kids are reading?! In between figuring out mind-boggling challenges, Kyle and the other children will have to band together to get
to the bottom of this mystery. Packed with puzzles, clues, and thrilling surprises, this is the deliciously fun, action-packed sequel to Escape
from Mr Lemoncello's Library. Let the games begin!
Treasure Hunters: The Plunder Down Under
Island of Dr. Libris
A Boy Named Billy
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A Haunted Mystery
Emmy and the Incredible Shrinking Rat

Holes meets Hatchet in this unforgettable adventure.
Introducing DOG SQUAD, the crime-fighting, tail-wagging, hilarious new series from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Escape
from Mr. Lemoncello's Library and coauthor of Max Einstein! When trouble calls . . . it's DOG SQUAD to the rescue! Duke is not your
average dog. Along with his crew, he fights crime and goes on claw-biting adventures helping dogs in peril in the hit streaming
sensation--DOG SQUAD! Fred is a pretty average dog. He's scrappy. He's loveable. But he's not brave like his heroes on Dog Squad. Fred
looks an awful lot like Duke from Dog Squad though. In fact, when Duke needs a stand-in, Fred's the perfect choice. But the Dog Squad
action doesn't always stop on screen! When there's danger in real life, can Fred find the courage to step up and save the day?! It's all
paws on deck in this action-packed, middle grade adventure series just right for anyone who loves dogs--and anyone who loves to laugh!
“Doggone fun.”—Kirkus Reviews
What do you get when you add up 1 middle-school bully 2 bank robbers 57 dogs in peril 4,000 missing dollars and 5 daring
troublemakers led by the one and only Riley Mack? 1 crazy caper! In this merry, mischievous romp, master storyteller Chris Grabenstein
introduces Riley Mack—a twelve-year-old hometown hero you'll never forget.
Newbery Honor–winning author Gennifer Choldenko deftly combines humor, tragedy, fascinating historical detail, and a medical
mystery in this exuberant new novel. San Francisco, 1900. The Gilded Age. A fantastic time to be alive for lots of people . . . but not
thirteen-year-old Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at Miss Barstow’s snobby school for girls. Lizzie’s secret passion is science, an unsuitable subject
for finishing-school girls. Lizzie lives to go on house calls with her physician father. On those visits to his patients, she discovers a hidden
dark side of the city—a side that’s full of secrets, rats, and rumors of the plague. The newspapers, her powerful uncle, and her beloved
papa all deny that the plague has reached San Francisco. So why is the heart of the city under quarantine? Why are angry mobs trying to
burn Chinatown to the ground? Why is Noah, the Chinese cook’s son, suddenly making Lizzie question everything she has known to be
true? Ignoring the rules of race and class, Lizzie and Noah must put the pieces together in a heart-stopping race to save the people they
love. Winner of a Los Angeles Public Library FOCAL (Friends of Children and Literature) Award Nominated for: Pennsylvania Young
Reader’s Choice Awards Tennessee Volunteer State Book Award (Middle School division) Missouri Association of School Librarians
(MASL) Readers Award California Library Association’s Beatty Award, Eureka List
Escape from Mr Lemoncello's Library
A Middle School Story
The Alcatraz Escape
The Smoky Corridor
Cat Crew
Welcome! For the first time, you are invited INSIDE Mr. Lemoncello's one-of-a-kind
Gameworks Factory in book five of the fun-filled, action-packed bestselling series from
the much-loved coauthor of the I Funny and Max Einstein series! Now with a brand-new look
packed with shelf and kid appeal! Far away from his magical library, everyone's favorite
game maker, Luigi Lemoncello, is building something new. Something SECRET. And he's about
to let the world see it. He'll reveal that hidden deep within the Lemoncello-tastic new
building is a single ticket. A titanium ticket. Four lucky boys and girls are about to
win the chance to go inside the building on a spectacular scavenger hunt that will take
them through bigger-than-life live-action games--towering, skyscraper-size Jenga;
dizzying real-life Chutes and Ladders; death-defying games of Rush Hour; plus ball pit
moats and more! Each game will get the players closer to the titanium ticket. But the
real secret? Mr. Lemoncello is thinking about his legacy, and whichever player finds the
ticket will be the first to win a spot in an elite group of kids who will compete in the
next books to win Mr. Lemoncello's ENTIRE EMPIRE! * "A worthy successor to . . . Willy
Wonka." --Booklist, starred review of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library
Emmy was a good girl. At least she tried very hard to be good. She did her homework
without being told. She ate all her vegetables, even the slimy ones. And she never talked
back to her nanny, Miss Barmy, although it was almost impossible to keep quiet, some
days. She really was a little too good. Which is why she liked to sit by the Rat. The Rat
was not good at all . . . Hilarious, inventive, and irresistably rodent-friendly, Emmy
and the Incredible Shrinking Rat is a fantastic first novel from acclaimed picture book
author Lynne Jonell.
Perfect for Halloween! From the New York Times bestselling author of Escape From Mr.
Lemoncello's Library and coauthor of I Funny and Treasure Hunters, comes a series of
spine-tingling mysteries to keep you up long after the lights go out. How serious is
stage fright? At the Hanging Hill Playhouse, it can kill you. After narrowly escaping a
malevolent spirit in The Crossroads, Zack and Judy are hoping to relax during the
rehearsals for a show based on Judy’s bestselling children’s books. Little do they know
that the director is planning to raise a horde of evil specters from the dead, and to
accomplish this, he needs a human sacrifice . . . and Zack fits the bill perfectly. This
second book featuring the intrepid Zack and his stepmother, Judy, is full of the same
humorous and spine-tingling storytelling that has made Chris Grabenstein a fast favorite
with young and old alike.
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Download Ebook Island Of Dr Libris
Join Kyle as he uses all his gamer skills to solve the puzzle that is Mr Lemoncello's
extraordinary library. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory meets A Night in the Museum in
this the action-packedNew York Times bestseller from Chris Grabenstein, coauthor of I
Funny and other bestselling series with James Patterson! Kyle Keeley is the class clown
and a huge fan of all games - board games, word games, and particularly video games. His
hero, Luigi Lemoncello, the most famous and creative gamemaker in the world, just so
happens to be the genius behind the town's brand-new super library that is as much a home
for tech and trickery as it is for stories. Kyle is lucky enough to win a coveted spot as
one of twelve kids invited for a puzzle-packed lock-in on the library's opening night,
hosted by Mr. Lemoncello. But when morning comes, the doors stay locked. Kyle and the
other kids must solve every clue and figure out every secret riddle to find the hidden
escape route . . . !
(Treasure Hunters 7)
Be a Tree!
Welcome to Wonderland #3: Sandapalooza Shake-Up
The Hanging Hill
Jacky Ha-Ha: My Life is a Joke

The Island of Dr. LibrisRandom House Books for Young Readers
"Outrageous hijinks and nonstop hilarity--five stars!" --Lincoln Peirce, author of the Big Nate series Take a vacation in a book with this
hilarious illustrated middle-grade series by Chris Grabenstein, New York Times bestselling author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library
and coauthor with James Patterson of the I Funny and House of Robots series! Welcome to the Wonderland Motel--the funnest place on
earth! Contestants, start your engines! The race to be the best on the beach is on, and this year the Wonderland is FINALLY going to win!
The competition is fierce! But who needs ROLLER COASTERS and JET PACKS and PIRATES when you have not one but two SECRET
WEAPONS? That's right--P.T. and Gloria, of course! Now they just need to SLEUTH OUT who the secret contest judges are and come up
with enough brand-new attractions to WOW them and OUT-FUN the competition! Can they do it? Or will the Wonderland crash and burn?
Anything's possible when you live in the FUNNEST PLACE ON EARTH! Extras include P.T. and Gloria's famous fact-or-fiction quiz and P.T.'s
(Not Exactly) Patented Storytelling Tips! "So funny I fell off my bed!" --Izzy B., age 10
“Looking for a fantastically fast-paced and funny read? Your wish is granted!” —Chris Grabenstein, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library Twelve-year-old Ace’s life is about to change in the most unexpected and magical ways—all because
of a peanut butter jar. When he opens it, he inadvertently releases a genie named Ridge. Now a Wishmaker, Ace is given a week to complete
a seemingly impossible quest, and if he fails the world will end in the most tragic (but cuddly) way imaginable. Luckily, Ridge can help by
granting Ace an unlimited number of wishes…as long as Ace is willing to accept the consequences. The bigger the wish, the greater the
consequence. So, if Ace wants to avoid having pogo sticks for legs or his clothes turn invisible, he'll have to be careful what he wishes for and
get a little creative. Perfect for fans of Dan Gutman and Max Brallier, this new middle grade series by Tyler Whitesides (author of the Janitors
series) is a wonderful mix of unpredictable magic, zany humor, and daring adventure. You’ll wish it never ends!
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